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Chapter NR 724
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Note:  Chapter NR 724 as it existed on April 30, 1995 was repealed and a new chap-
ter NR 724 was created effective May 1, 1995.

Note:  Corrections made under s. 13.93 (2m) (b) 7., Stats., Register, February,
1997, No. 494.

NR 724.01 Purpose.  The purpose of this chapter is to
specify the requirements for the design, implementation, opera-
tion, maintenance and monitoring of remedial actions and certain
types of interim actions.  This chapter is adopted pursuant to ss.
227.11 (2), 287.03, 289.06 (1) and (2), 292.11, 292.15 and 292.31,
Stats.

Note:  The following portions of 40 CFR part 280 have been included in the text

of this chapter: portions of s. 280.34 (a) (3); and portions of s. 280.66 (a) and (b).

Additional portions of s. 280.34 (a) (3) are included in chs. NR 706, 708, 716 and 722.

Additional portions of s. 280.66 (a) and (b) are included in chs. NR 708 and 722.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95; am. Register, February,
1996, No. 482, eff. 3−1−96.

NR 724.02 Applicability.  (1) This chapter applies to all
remedial actions and to the following types of interim actions
taken by responsible parties, at sites, facilities or portions of a site
or facility that are subject to regulation under s. 292.11 or 292.31,
Stats., regardless of whether there is direct involvement or over-
sight by the department:

(a)  On−site treatment systems, including groundwater extrac-
tion and treatment systems.

(b)  On−site engineering controls or barriers, including engine-
ered landfill covers or groundwater barrier systems.

(c)  Any other type of interim action when the department
determines, on a case−by−case basis, that a design report required
under s. NR 724.09 is necessary prior to implementation.

Note:  This chapter does not apply to emergency or non−emergency immediate
actions or to those types of interim actions that are not listed in s. NR 724.02 (1).

(2) The department may exercise enforcement discretion on
a case−by−case basis and choose to regulate a site, facility or a
portion of a site or facility under only one of a number of poten-
tially applicable statutory authorities.  However, where overlap-
ping restrictions or requirements apply, the more restrictive
requirements shall control.  The department shall, after receipt of
a request from a responsible party, provide a letter that indicates
which regulatory program or programs the department considers
to be applicable.

Note:  Sites, facilities or portions of a site or facility that are subject to regulation
under s. 292.11 or 292.31, Stats., may also be subject to regulation under the solid
waste statutes in ch. 289, Stats., or the hazardous waste management act, ch. 291,
Stats., and the administrative rules adopted pursuant to those statutes.  One portion
of a site or facility may be regulated under a different statutory authority than other
portions of that site or facility.  Persons who wish to conduct response actions that will
meet the requirements of CERCLA and the National Contingency Plan (NCP) may
request that the department enter into a contract with them pursuant to s. 292.31, Stats.
However, a CERCLA−quality response action will likely require compliance with
additional requirements beyond those contained in chs. NR 700 to 728 in order to sat-
isfy CERCLA and the NCP.

(3) This chapter applies to all remedial actions and to those
types of interim actions that are specified in sub. (1) taken by the
department under the authority of s. 292.11 or 292.31, Stats.  In
this chapter, where the term “responsible parties” appears, it is to

be read to include the department in situations where a depart-
ment−funded response action is being taken.

(4) This chapter applies to all remedial actions and to those
types of interim actions that are specified in sub. (1) taken by per-
sons seeking the liability exemption under s. 292.15, Stats.  In this
chapter, where the term ”responsible parties” appears, it shall be
read to include the ‘‘purchaser” where an action is being taken to
comply with s. 292.15, Stats.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95; cr. (4), Register, Febru-
ary, 1996, No. 482, eff. 3−1−96.

NR 724.03 Definitions.  The definitions in s. NR 700.03
apply to this chapter. In this chapter, where the term ‘‘responsible
parties” appears, it shall be read to include ‘‘purchasers” where an
action is being taken to comply with s. 292.15, Stats.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95; am., Register, February,
1996, No. 482, eff. 3−1−96.

NR 724.05 General submittal requirements.  (1) SIM-
PLE SITES.  (a)  Unless otherwise directed by the department, for
response actions at sites or facilities classified as simple under s.
NR 700.09 (1), responsible parties shall include the information
that is required to be submitted under this chapter in the final
report that accompanies the compliance letter that is required to
be submitted to the department at the completion of the response
action under s. NR 700.11 (1) (b), instead of submitting the plans
and reports separately.

(b)  Responsible parties who comply with the requirements in
par. (a) shall include summaries of the design information
required in s. NR 724.09, the operation and maintenance plan
required in s. NR 724.13 (2), and the long−term monitoring plan
required in s. NR 724.17 (2), where applicable, with the appropri-
ate site progress reports submitted in accordance with the require-
ments of s. NR 700.11 (1) (a).

(c)  Responsible parties who comply with the requirements in
pars. (a) and (b) are exempt from the submittal time frames in sub.
(2) and ss. NR 724.13 to 724.17, except for the requirements of s.
NR 724.17 (3) (c) relating to submittals of monitoring results from
private and public wells.

(2) COMPLEX SITES.  Unless otherwise directed by the depart-
ment, for sites or facilities classified as complex under s. NR
700.09 (2) and for sites and facilities where a responsible party
chooses to proceed with the complex site process, responsible par-
ties shall submit the plans and reports required by this chapter in
compliance with all of the following requirements:

(a)  The plans, reports and specifications required by ss. NR
724.09, 724.11, 724.13 (2) and 724.17 (2) shall be submitted
simultaneously and may be combined in a single report.

(b)  Two copies of each plan or report shall be submitted to the
department.

(c)  The department may require by the issuance of an adminis-
trative order or consent order that these plans and reports be pre-
pared in accordance with a site−specific schedule.
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(d)  At sites or facilities where multiple remedial or interim
actions are taken, all of the following requirements apply:

1.  All submittals required by this chapter shall include a brief
discussion of the interrelationship between the actions.

2.  The design report required by s. NR 724.09 and the design
plans and specifications required by s. NR 724.11 that are pre-
pared for subsequent remedial or interim actions may include the
design details for the subsequent action without repeating design
work that was included in previous submittals to the department
for other remedial or interim actions.

(e)  Each submittal under this chapter shall include all of the
following:

1.  A brief cover letter that includes:

a.  The month, day and year of the submittal.

b.  The department−issued identification number for the site
or facility.

c.  The purpose of the submittal and the desired department
action or response.

d.  A brief narrative summarizing the contents of the submit-
tal.

e.  The regulatory status of the site or facility.

2.  A report or plan that includes following general informa-
tion:

a.  Project title and purpose, including the department−issued
identification number for the site or facility.

b.  Name, address and telephone number of the property
owner, lessee, operator or any individual or company responsible
for the discharge of hazardous substances or environmental pollu-
tion on the site or facility.

c.  Name, address and telephone number of any consultants or
contractors involved with the response action at the site or facility.

d.  Site name, address and location by, at a minimum, quarter−
quarter section, township, range and county. The location of the
site or facility shall be given in sufficient detail to allow depart-
ment personnel to locate and inspect the site or facility.

e.  A location map that meets the requirements of s. NR 716.15
(2) (h) 1.

f.  Month, day and year of the submittal.

g.  A summary of the nature and extent of contamination at the
site or facility.

(3) LEVEL OF DETAIL.  (a)  Nothing in this chapter shall be con-
strued to require plans or reports that are more detailed or complex
than is justified by the known scope of contamination or the com-
plexity of the site or facility.

(b)  The department may require additional information in the
plans and report beyond what is specifically required under this
chapter if necessary because of the complexity of the site or facil-
ity, or the degree and extent of the contamination.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95; am. (2) (a), Register,
October, 1996, No. 490, eff. 11−1−96.

NR 724.07 Department response.  (1) The department
may direct responsible parties in writing that department approval
of a plan or report is necessary prior to proceeding to the next step
in the design, implementation or operation of a remedial action or
interim action under this chapter.  In such cases, the department
shall provide a written acknowledgement of receipt of any report
or plan submitted pursuant to this chapter within 30 days.  The
department acknowledgement shall include an estimated date for
completion of department review.

(2) In cases where department approval is required for the
reports or plans submitted under this chapter, the department may
request additional information, require revisions, approve, condi-
tionally approve or disapprove of the plans or reports.  The depart-
ment shall provide to the responsible parties, in writing, the rea-
sons for any disapproval and the department may establish a
deadline for providing revisions.

Note:  Persons who prepare the plans and reports required by this chapter should
be aware that other department programs may also require the submittal, review and
approval of plans and reports.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95.

NR 724.09 Design report.  Unless otherwise directed by
the department, responsible parties shall submit to the department
a design report for all remedial actions and those interim actions
specified in s. NR 724.02 (1), containing all of the following infor-
mation:

(1) The information required in s. NR 724.05 (2) (e).

(2) A brief description of the site or facility.

(3) A complete and detailed description of the remedial or
interim action being designed.

(4) All engineering criteria, concepts, assumptions and cal-
culations used in preparing the design, including adequate justifi-
cation for their use.

(5) Any treatability study information, pilot test results, aqui-
fer pumping test results or other test results utilized in the design,
unless this information was previously submitted to the depart-
ment.

Note:  Treatability studies should be conducted as early in the response process as
possible.

(6) A listing of all local, state and federal permits, licenses and
approvals required to construct and implement the remedial or
interim action.

(7) A brief description of the public health and environmental
laws and standards applicable to the contamination and the
interim or remedial action being implemented, including the
physical location where the environmental standards shall be
complied with for each medium of concern.

(8) A preliminary discussion of the types of, frequency of and
schedule for monitoring of the remedial or interim action.  This
discussion shall address any water, soil, soil gas, air or other moni-
toring required for each component of the remedial or interim
action.

(9) A preliminary discussion of planned operation and main-
tenance provisions.

Note:  An operation and maintenance plan prepared in accordance with s. NR
724.13 (2) will satisfy the requirements of s. NR 724.09 (8) and (9), if submitted with
the design report.  In this case, the operation and maintenance plan should provide
a complete, rather than a preliminary, discussion of the topics described in s. NR
724.09 (8) and (9).

(10) A proposed schedule for implementation of the remedial
or interim action, which identifies timing for initiation and com-
pletion of all tasks.  The proposed dates for completion of the
remedial or interim action and major milestones shall be speci-
fied.  The schedule shall include deadlines for all reports, plans
and submittals required by the department.

(11) Discussion of any other relevant technical factors.
History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95.

NR 724.11 Design plans and specifications.  Unless
otherwise directed by the department, responsible parties shall
submit to the department design plans and specifications for each
remedial action and any of the interim actions specified in s. NR
724.02 (1).  Plans and specifications shall:

(1) Be consistent with the concepts presented in the design
report prepared under s. NR 724.09.

(2) Provide a general correlation between drawings and tech-
nical specifications.

(3) Include technical specifications and requirements neces-
sary for all the components of the remedial or interim action.

(4) Include detailed drawings of the proposed design, includ-
ing general component arrangements, equipment layout, process
flow diagram, piping and instrumentation diagrams, cross sec-
tions, sampling locations and instrumentation locations.

(5) Show sufficient detail for construction, according to cus-
tomary industrial and professional standards.
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(6) Unless otherwise directed by the department, include leg-
ible visual aids, including maps, plan sheets, drawings, isomet-
rics, cross sections and aerial photographs, which:

(a)  Are no larger than 24 inches by 36 inches and no  smaller
than 81/2 inches by 11 inches.

(b)  Are of appropriate scale to show all required details in suf-
ficient clarity.

(c)  Are numbered, titled, have a legend of all symbols used,
contain horizontal and vertical scales where applicable, and spec-
ify drafting or origination dates and current drawing revision or
issue status.

(d)  Use uniform scales.

(e)  Contain a north arrow, where appropriate.

(f)  Use national geodetic survey data as the basis for all eleva-
tions.

(g)  Show dimensions for location and placement of features or
units and elevations that are based on permanent, retrievable sur-
veying control monuments or stations.

(h)  Additionally, for solid or hazardous waste disposal facil-
ities or, when directed by the department, for other land−based
features being constructed at the site or facility as part of the
response action:

1.  Display a survey grid based on monuments established in
the field which are referenced to state plane coordinates.

2.  Show the survey grid location and reference major plan
sheets on all cross sections.

Note:  Examples of land−based features include covers, waste or soil piles, soil
treatment piles, liners, landfills and features created by earth moving and regrading.

3.  Include a reduced plan−view map on all sheets with cross
sections indicating the location of the cross section.

(7) Include descriptions, specifications and performance cri-
teria necessary for procurement, construction and start up of all
features and units, including key components and all instrumenta-
tion. Performance curves or criteria published by equipment sup-
pliers or manufacturers may be utilized if they provide sufficient
information.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95.

NR 724.13 Operation and maintenance.  (1) GEN-
ERAL.  (a)  Unless otherwise directed by the department, responsi-
ble parties shall conduct all necessary operation and maintenance
activities in accordance with this section and in compliance with
all applicable state or federal public health and environmental
laws, whichever are more stringent, until all applicable public
health and environmental laws are complied with as required in
chs. NR 700 to 726.

(b)  Unless otherwise directed by the department, responsible
parties shall operate and maintain any final covers, liners, physical
hydraulic containment systems, leachate collection systems and
gas collection, extraction and management systems at sites or
facilities for which they are responsible, for at least 30 years.

(2) OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PLAN.  Unless otherwise
directed by the department, responsible parties shall submit to the
department an operation and maintenance plan when on−site
maintenance activities are necessary to implement, monitor or
ensure the effectiveness of a remedial or interim action.  The plan
shall outline all operation, monitoring and maintenance activities,
from design through case closure under ch. NR 726, including all
of the following information:

(a)  The information specified under s. NR 724.05 (2) (e).

(b)  A description of normal operation and maintenance,
including a schedule showing the frequency of each operation and
maintenance task.

(c)  A contingency plan for any anticipated or potential opera-
tion and maintenance problems, including a description of tech-
niques or activities to be conducted by the responsible parties to
resolve operation and maintenance problems.

(d)  A description of routine monitoring and analysis, includ-
ing:

1.  Long−term monitoring required under s. NR 724.17;

2.  Laboratory or field tests, test methods and sampling meth-
ods; and

3.  A schedule of monitoring frequency and dates.

(e)  A description of any site−specific or facility−specific
record−keeping and reporting requirements to document opera-
tion and maintenance activities, including:

1.  Mechanisms for reporting system failures, discharges of
hazardous substances, environmental pollution and other emer-
gencies; and

2.  Reports to be submitted to the department, including the
results of system and environmental monitoring and the results of
the monitoring well inspections meeting the requirements of s.
NR 716.13 (7).

(3) PROGRESS REPORTS.  Unless otherwise directed by the
department, for sites or facilities classified as complex under s.
NR 700.09 (2) and for sites or facilities where a responsible party
chooses to proceed with the complex site process, responsible par-
ties shall submit quarterly progress reports to the department in
accordance with this subsection.  Progress reports shall be sequen-
tially numbered, starting with the first report which is due no later
than 3 months after the remediation system begins operation, and
shall include all of the following: 

(a)  A brief discussion of the progress of the remediation sys-
tem, including:

1.  As applicable to the site or facility, total contaminant
extraction and destruction to date in pounds of contaminant
removed.

2.  A discussion of any system operational problems, periods
of shutdown, equipment malfunctions and any potential prob-
lems.

3.  An overall evaluation of the effectiveness of the system,
including an evaluation of whether or not any active remediation
should be modified or turned off, based upon actual and projected
contaminant destruction data, whether or not natural attenuation
can be relied upon to effectively complete the remediation,
whether or not natural attenuation monitoring will be required,
and whether or not the site or facility is ready to apply for case clo-
sure under ch. NR 726.

4.  Recommendations for future activities, if appropriate.

(b)  A site map that indicates the location of pertinent equip-
ment and sampling points at the site or facility.

(c)  Sufficient tables, graphs and figures to efficiently and con-
cisely summarize and portray relevant data and pertinent field
measurements.

(d)  Laboratory reports and chain−of−custody for any labora-
tory data, unless otherwise directed by the department.

(e)  A completed remediation system operation and mainte-
nance reporting form supplied by the department, to be submitted
semi−annually for those sites or facilities with active engineered
remediation systems or annually for those sites or facilities with
passive remediation systems.

Note:  Copies of remediation system operation and maintenance reporting forms
may be obtained from any regional office of the department, or by writing to the
Department of Natural Resources, Bureau for Remediation and Redevelopment, P.O.
Box 7921, Madison, Wisconsin 53707.

(f)  Any other pertinent information or data.

(4) PLAN REVISIONS.  When warranted by changes in the
design, operation or maintenance of the interim or remedial
action, or when requested by the department, responsible parties
shall revise the appropriate section of the operation and mainte-
nance plan.  Plan revisions shall be submitted to the department
and shall:

(a)  Include the information required in s. NR 724.05 (2) (e).

(b)  Be numbered with a revision number.
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(c)  Document any changes in the time of anticipated case clo-
sure and any conditions the department may place on case closure
under ch. NR 726.

(d)  Document any changes in the design, operation, mainte-
nance or monitoring of the interim or remedial action.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95; am. (3) (a) 1., 2. and 3.,
renum. (3) (e) to be (3) (f) and cr. (3) (e), Register, October, 1996, No. 490, eff.
11−1−96; correction in (4) made under s. 13.93 (2m) (b) 1., Stats., Register, October,
1999, No. 526.

NR 724.15 Documentation of construction and
completion.  (1) Unless otherwise directed by the department,
responsible parties shall submit to the department a construction
documentation or as−built report within 60 days after the date that
construction of a remedial action or any interim action specified
in s. NR 724.02 (1) is completed or determined to be essentially
complete by the department.

(2) The report shall document that the completed final reme-
dial or interim action meets or exceeds all design criteria and the
plans and specifications developed in accordance with all of the
requirements of this chapter.

(3) Unless otherwise directed by the department, the construc-
tion documentation report shall include all of the following infor-
mation:

(a)  The information specified under s. NR 724.05 (2) (e).

(b)  As−built maps, plan sheets, drawings, isometric drawings
and cross sections.

(c)  A synopsis of the remedial or interim action and a certifica-
tion that the design and construction was carried out in accordance
with the plans and specifications.

(d)  An explanation of any minor changes to the plans and why
these were necessary for the project.

(e)  Results of all pilot and field tests or studies and site moni-
toring conducted during construction.

(f)  A brief description of the public health and environmental
laws applicable to the contamination and the interim or remedial
action selected, including the physical location where the environ-
mental laws shall be complied with for all media of concern.

(g)  The information required in ch. NR 516 for documenting
the construction at the site or facility of any  final covers, liners,
leachate collection systems and gas collection, extraction and
management systems.

(h)  A revised operations and maintenance plan in accordance
with s. NR 724.13 (4), unless the cover letter indicates that there
are no revisions to the operations and maintenance plan.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95.

NR 724.17 Long−term monitoring.  (1) GENERAL.

Responsible parties shall conduct all necessary and appropriate
long−term monitoring at a site or facility in accordance with all of
the requirements of this section and any other applicable public
health and environmental laws.

(2) LONG−TERM MONITORING PLAN.  Unless otherwise directed
by the department, the responsible parties shall submit a long−
term monitoring plan to the department that specifies:

(a)  The parameters to be monitored;

(b)  The sampling and analytical methods to be used, consistent
with the sampling and analysis requirements in s. NR 716.13;

(c)  The interval at which monitoring is to be performed; and

(d)  The public health and environmental laws, including stan-
dards, to be complied with.

(3) LONG−TERM MONITORING RESULTS.  (a)  Unless otherwise
directed by the department, responsible parties shall submit a
written monitoring results report to the department after any sam-
pling. The report shall include all of the following information:

1.  The information specified under s. NR 724.05 (2) (e).

2.  Sampling results on forms provided by the department or
in an alternate format approved in advance by the department.

The department recommends that groundwater monitoring results
be submitted to the department in an electronic (i.e., computer
disk) format.  However, hard copy (i.e., paper) forms may be used
for the submittal of groundwater monitoring results.

Note:  Hard copy forms may be obtained from any district office of the department,
or by writing the Department of Natural Resources, Bureau for Remediation and
Redevelopment, P.O. Box 7921, Madison, WI 53707.

3.  Monitoring results in tabular and graph form, including the
current monitoring results and all previous results, so as to provide
a concise summary of the monitoring program.

Note:  Long term monitoring for groundwater includes groundwater table eleva-
tion data. This data is used for the system effectiveness reporting required by s. NR
724.13 as well as for the assessment used to determine what attenuation processes are
occurring at the site.

4.  Laboratory analytical reports and sample chain−of−cus-
tody forms, unless otherwise directed by the department.

5.  Identification of any specific environmental standards that
have been attained or exceeded and an indication on a site or facil-
ity map of the location where the standards have been attained or
exceeded.

6.  A preliminary analysis of the cause and significance of any
concentrations that attain or exceed specific environmental stan-
dards and any increases in concentrations of substances that pre-
viously attained or exceeded specific environmental standards,
including the factors specified in s. NR 140.24 (1) (c) 1. to 9. for
groundwater.

(b)  Responsible parties shall submit the monitoring results
report to the department within 60 days of the date any sampling
is completed, except as provided in par. (c).

(c)  Monitoring results from private and public wells shall be
submitted to the department in accordance with s. NR 716.13 (9).

Note:  Section 292.11,  Stats., and ch. NR 706 require that the department be noti-
fied immediately of any hazardous substance discharge.

(4) DEPARTMENT REVIEW.  (a)  The department shall review the
results of long−term monitoring every 5 years, if requested to do
so by the responsible parties, to evaluate the effectiveness of the
remedial action in achieving the environmental and public health
laws.

(b)  The department may review long−term monitoring  results
at other times at its discretion.

(c)  The department may require additional remedial action,
pursuant to s. 292.11, Stats., or a contract under s. 292.31, Stats.,
based on the evaluation of monitoring results.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95; cr. (3) (a) 3. (note), Reg-
ister, October, 1996, No. 490, eff. 11−1−96.

NR 724.19 Application of new soil or groundwater
quality standards.  (1) If, after a remedial action selected in
accordance with the requirements of ch. NR 722 is implemented,
the soil cleanup standards in ch. NR 720 or the groundwater qual-
ity standards in ch. NR 140 are modified by the department to be
more stringent, or if soil or groundwater quality standards are pro-
mulgated for additional substances, the department shall require
responsible parties to comply with the new or modified soil or
groundwater quality standards if the department determines that,
for a specific site or facility, compliance with the more stringent
standards is necessary to ensure that the interim action or remedial
action will be protective of public health, safety and welfare and
the environment.

(2) If, after a remedial action selected in accordance with ch.
NR 722 is implemented, the soil cleanup standards in ch. NR 720
or the groundwater quality standards in ch. NR 140 are modified
by the department to be less stringent, the department shall
approve of case closure if requested by responsible parties once
the new, less stringent standards are achieved, if the department
determines that the new, less stringent standards will be protective
of public health, safety and welfare and the environment at a spe-
cific site or facility that is the subject of a case closure request
under ch. NR 726.

History:  Cr. Register, April, 1995, No. 472, eff. 5−1−95.
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